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10,000 trained to spot
and help those with dementia

SIGNS

•
•
•
•

Looks lost and confused
Speaks incoherently
Shouts or hits out
Sees or hears things that
are not real
• Accuses others of stealing
their things
• Repeats action that appears
purposeless
• Removes clothes
SMRT service
ambassador Lim
Yen Ling said
training from the
Forget Us Not
initiative has
enabled her to
better identify
and assist
people with
dementia in
the midst of a
chaotic
peak-hour
crowd.

They include
front-line staff, as part
of efforts to raise
awareness in society
Janice Tai
When a home owner found an elderly stranger trying to enter her
Woodlands flat with a key, she
called a local grassroots leader.
“She asked me what to do,” said
51-year-old consultant James Lim.
“I suspected it could be a senior
with dementia so I told her to stay
calm and not to do anything while I
went over.
“I spoke to him in Hokkien to put
him at ease and told the crowd of
neighbours who were milling
around to give him some personal
space so that he would not get more
disorientated or agitated.”
Although the man could not recall who he was or where he lived,
police later managed to contact his
daughter. It turned out that the elderly man had mistaken that flat to
be his on the same floor, but a few
blocks away.
Mr Lim is one of more than
10,000 people in Singapore who
have been trained to spot those
with dementia, interact with them
and refer them to aid agencies, if

Dealing with disease
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needed. They include front-line
staff from transport companies,
banks, retailers and public organisations, as well as school students and
mosque and church members.
As people around the world mark

World Alzheimer’s Day today,
Khoo Teck Puat Hospital (KTPH)
and the Lien Foundation are also
spearheading local efforts to raise
awareness of dementia in the community. Since last year, they have

been encouraging workers from organisations and members of the
public to sign up and be trained as a
“dementia friend”.
Their Forget Us Not initiative
started by training 2,000 people in

Yishun. The area was chosen to test
out the concept of a dementia-friendly community because it
has a significant number of elderly
residents as well as a geriatric centre at KTPH to support them.

WHAT TO DO

• Talk to them using clear
and simple language
• Be patient and acknowledge
their concerns
• Use visual cues such as
pictures or drawings to
understand their needs
• Look for next-of-kin
contact details on
identification cards
• Call the next-of-kin,
security guard or police

• For more information, go to

www.forgetusnot.sg
A dementia trainer’s guide,
tailored for the specific needs
of industries such as banks,
transport, retail and food and
beverage, as well as places of
worship, is also being developed.

One in 10 people aged 60 and
above in Singapore has dementia
and the condition strikes half of
those aged 85 and beyond, according to findings from a large-scale
study released by the Institute of
Mental Health last year.
Health Minister Gan Kim Yong
said last year that tackling dementia needs to go beyond having the
“hardware” – such as infrastructure
MORE AWARENESS continued on B2
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Air-quality
study throws
spotlight
on bus stops

Dr Velasco,
a research
scientist who led
the study,
suggested
having more
electric fans at
bus stops to
help disperse
the pollutant
particles and
scheduling
buses to arrive
at specific times
to minimise
waiting – and
thus exposure –
by commuters.
ST PHOTO:
DON CHI

Increased pollution from buses while waiting
at stops poses health risk, says researcher
Audrey Tan

Harm in the air
PM2.5

Pollutant particles which measure 2.5 microns in diameter –
about a 30th the diameter of a
strand of human hair. It is the
dominant pollutant particle
during periods of haze.
ULTRAFINE PARTICLES

These are 100 times smaller
than PM2.5, and are formed
when gases from vehicle tail
pipes react with the air after discharge. Because they are smaller, these particles have a larger
surface area that comes into
contact with the human body,
making them more toxic.
CIGARETTES

Smoking produces ultrafine
particles full of toxic compounds. In a study a decade
ago, Dr Velasco found that driving around Mexico City for an
hour was equivalent to smoking 0.4 cigarettes. He said the
levels detected on Mexican
roads were similar to pollutant
levels at Singapore’s bus stops.

Even without the haze shrouding
Singapore, commuters waiting for a
bus could be polluting their lungs.
The tiny particles from vehicle
emissions are smaller – and more
toxic – than the PM2.5 pollutants
dominant during periods of haze, a
new study has shown.
“Waiting at the bus stop for only
10 minutes each time may seem innocuous. But these short exposures
all add up,” said researcher Erik Velasco, who led the research.
“A commuter who takes a
two-way trip by bus to work for five
days per week is actually exposed
to these participles for nearly seven
hours per month and over three full
days per year. This exposure can affect people with existing pulmonary and cardiovascular diseases,
among others.”
PM2.5 are pollutant particles
measuring less than 2.5 microns in
diameter – about a 30th the diameter of a human hair. They are hazardous because they are small enough
to be breathed into the lungs and absorbed into the bloodstream.
Dr Velasco, a research scientist
from the Singapore-MIT Alliance
for Research and Technology
(Smart), has found that the parti-

cles commuters breathe in while
waiting at a bus stop are even smaller – by about 100 times.
At a media briefing yesterday, he
said a two-way bus journey five
days a week could lead to a commuter inhaling about 3.5 times more tiny pollutant particles than at ambient level, which researchers measured at Fort Canning Park.
The findings were significant considering that travel on buses made
up almost half of the 7.7 million public transport trips every day in 2014,
said Dr Velasco, citing Land Transport Authority (LTA) data.
Dr Steve Yang, specialist in respiratory medicine and consultant at
the Raffles Internal Medicine Centre at Raffles Hospital said the human body has no efficient way to re-

move particles smaller than 2.5 microns in diameter.
“Humans have developed ways to
filter out particles 10 microns and
above, which get trapped in the
nose and throat and do not enter the
lungs, but not the smaller particles,”
said Dr Yang, adding that people
should not stand near idling buses.
Toxic ultrafine particles are
formed when gases and particles
from vehicle exhaust pipes react
with each other in the air after they
are discharged. Catalytic converters and filters in vehicles, while vastly improved over the years, are still
unable to remove all the toxic particles and gases produced.
For the study, Dr Velasco worked
with Ms Tan Sok Huang, a former
National University of Singapore ge-

Note7 exchange includes parallel
import sets; deadline extended
Irene Tham
Tech Editor
Samsung has confirmed that it is extending the exchange programme
for its faulty Galaxy Note7 to include parallel import sets in what is
Singapore’s first major mobile
phone recall.
Although it will first replace the
phones of those who bought from
authorised retailers here – estimated to be in the “thousands” – the
South Korean firm will also provide
a new Note7 device to those who
bought handsets from parallel importers.
Samsung will also extend the exchange programme beyond its original Oct 2 deadline.
A Samsung spokesman told The
Straits Times: “While we encourage
consumers to always buy from authorised retailers, Samsung is prioritising consumer safety in the global
replacement programme.”
She said those who bought from
authorised retailers will get their replacement handsets first in its exchange programme, which kicked
off last Friday. It will run until Oct 2
at the Suntec Singapore Convention and Exhibition Centre.
After Oct 2, customers will need
to call the 1800-SAMSUNG
(7267864) hotline to make arrangements for the exchange.
Users who bought from parallel

Galaxy Note7 owners have till Oct 2 to exchange their phones at the Suntec Singapore Convention and Exhibition Centre.
After that, they will have to call a hotline to arrange for the exchange. ST PHOTO: KUA CHEE SIONG

importers – usually at a discount
from e-marketplaces such as eBay
and Qoo10 – can call the same hotline to arrange for an exchange.
Technology lawyer Jonathan Kok

of RHTLaw Taylor Wessing said
Samsung is controlling the damage
to its reputation. “If Samsung does
not replace the faulty sets, it can be
sued for product liability (in the

case of) a customer injury, loss or
damage as a result of the defect.”
Note7 user Sadiq R, 26, is glad
that Samsung has extended the exchange programme beyond Oct 2.

ography master’s student to quantify pollution at five well-used bus
stops in Singapore – Vivo City, Little India, Bugis, One Raffles Quay
and NUS.
The researchers collected data in
2011 and 2012 using portable,
state-of-the-art instruments to
measure variables such as the
number of ultrafine particles per
unit of volume.
The study was funded by the National Research Foundation and
published in science journal Atmospheric Environment last month.
In June, the LTA embarked on a
six-month pilot scheme to install
electric fans at five crowded bus
stops in places such as Tampines
and Ang Mo Kio to improve ventilation. Dr Velasco suggested that

such fans, which can disperse pollutant particles and make waiting
in the heat bearable, could be installed at more bus stops. He also
suggested scheduling buses to arrive at specific times, to minimise
waiting by commuters.
Post-graduate student Jeremy
Heng, 28, who takes the MRT and
bus from his home in Bukit Timah
to Changi every day for a work stint,
said: “I am somewhat surprised by
the findings, especially about how
these particles are more harmful
than those in the haze.
“The broader implications of the
findings emphasise that clean energy for vehicles, or a car-lite economy, is the way to go.”
audreyt@sph.com.sg

How to tell if a handset is defective
Amid fears that some faulty
Samsung Galaxy Note7 devices
may still be sold in online marketplaces, Samsung has developed a
way to tell the new phone apart
from the original one with faulty
batteries.
The new Note7 handsets use a
green charging light indicator on
the display screen instead of the
original white.
The green light icon will appear after a software update is
applied to the new phones.
The software update will be
rolled out later this month to Sin-

“I was told by its call centre on
Monday that I would not be able to
replace my handset after Oct 2,”
said the graphic designer, who had
also asked for a refund.
But the phone maker maintained
yesterday that it will not be offering
Singapore consumers a refund,
which is being offered in markets
such as Australia and the US.
Samsung, which issued a global recall of 2.5 million Note7 phones this
month, said it will resume selling
the device in Singapore in October,
after the exchanges are done.
With its new edge-to-edge
screen, water-resistant feature and
iris scanner, the Note7 debuted in
August to rave reviews. It was
poised to lift Samsung’s quarterly
profit and take on Apple’s new
iPhone 7, which went on sale in Singapore last Friday.
To date, close to 80 per cent of
Note7 owners who had bought
from Samsung’s authorised retailers in Singapore have registered to
have their handsets replaced.

gapore users, said a Samsung
spokesman.
A solid black square on the top
right of the box that comes with
the phone is also an indication
that the Note7 in it is a non-defective unit.
In addition, later this month,
Samsung will launch a website
for its Note7 customers in
Singapore to check their phone
IMEI (identity) number against
an online database to verify that
their set is safe.
Irene Tham

Local authorised retailers and distributors have also since returned
more than 80 per cent of all unsold
Note7 devices.
Lawyer Kala Anandarajah, who
heads the Competition & Antitrust
and Trade team at Rajah & Tann,
said Singapore laws are stricter on
defective cars than on defective
phones.
“Defective cars that are not safe
must be fixed under the law, and
this requirement applies to both authorised dealers and dealers of parallel import cars,” she said.
“For mobile phones, however, a
formal recall imposed on the manufacturer, authorised resellers or
dealers of parallel imports is at the
discretion of Spring Singapore.”
Last Thursday, the United States
safety regulator, the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, started banning the sale of the phone,
which had caught fire, as well as issuing an official recall.
itham@sph.com.sg

Towards a dementia-friendly community
FROM B1
– to fostering stronger community
support and creating dementiafriendly communities.
Other countries such as Britain
and Japan have already trained millions of people in local towns on basic dementia recognition and care.
With the training, it is hoped
that the social isolation and stigma
associated with dementia can be
reduced. So, if a person with dementia gets lost, a policeman or student
can show him the way home. Or, if
the person takes items from a super-

market without paying, the staff
will not assume he is shoplifting.
So far, selected staff from 49 organisations, such as the National Library Board, Sheng Siong supermarket, Bedok Police Division, SMRT,
Nanyang Polytechnic and DBS
Bank, have undergone the training.
SMRT service ambassador Lim
Yen Ling, 44, said the training enables her to better identify people
with dementia in the midst of a chaotic peak-hour crowd.
Over the last few months, for instance, she has been noticing that a
regular elderly commuter would re-

peatedly check the rail network
map and ask her if the train is heading towards Ang Mo Kio.
So each time she sees him, she
would reassure him that he is on the
right platform and alert a fellow passenger on the train to keep a look
out for him and ensure that he
alights at Ang Mo Kio.
Grassroots leader Mr Lim and
Nanyang Polytechnic student Nattasha Alvinur, 17, found the training
so useful that it prompted them to
organise their own awareness talks.
Mr Lim subsequently arranged
one for his Woodlands residents

and Ms Alvinur, together with 29
other students, formed a group
that conducts regular talks on dementia in schools. So far, they have
shared the dementia message with
more than 2,000 teenagers.
Said Ms Alvinur: “I have a
grand-aunt with dementia and
when she got lost, not many people
would help her. Those who help
only know how to drop her off at a
police station. With greater awareness, I hope people can grow old in a
safer and friendlier environment.”
jantai@sph.com.sg
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